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SALT DEPOSITS OF LOS MEDANOS AREA,
EDDY AND LEA COUNTIES, Nm¥ MEXICO

By

C. L. Jones

ABSTRACT

The salt deposits of Los Medanos area, in Eddy and Lea ,Counties,

southeastern New Mexico, are being considered for possible use as a

receptacle for radioactive wastes in a pilot-plant repository.

The salt deposits of the area are in three evaporite formations:

the Castile, Salado, and Rustler Formations, in ascending order. The

three formations are dominantly anhydrite and rock salt; but some

gypsum, potassium ores, carbonate rock, and fine-grained clastic rocks

are present. They have combined thicknesses of slightly more than 4,000

feet, of which roughly one-half belongs to the Salado. Both the Castile

and the Rustler are- richer in anhydrite and poorer in rock salt than the

Salado, and they provide this salt-rich formation with considerable

protection from any fluids which might be present in underlying or

overlying rocks.

The Salado Formation contains many thick seams of rock salt at

moderate depths below the surface. The rock salt has a substantial

cover of well-consolidated rocks, and it is very little deformed

structurally.
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Certain geological details essential for waste-storage purposes

are unknown or poorly known, and additional study involving drilling is

required to ide~tify seams of rock salt suitable for storage purposes

and to establish critical details of their chemistry, stratigraphy, and

structure.

INTRODUCTION

The salt deposits of Los Medanos area, in southeastern New Mexico,

are being mapped and studied by the U.S. Geological Survey on behalf

of the Division of Waste Management and Transpor~ation, U.S. Atomic

Energy Commission. The purpose of this work is to provide the Atomic

Energy Commission with geologic data to be considered along with other

factors in locating and evaluating a potential site utilizing the

salt deposits of the area as a receptacle for radioactive wastes in a

pilot-plant repository.

Los Medanos area is in the eastern outer fringes of the broad

Pecos River valley at the latitude of Carlsbad, N. Mex. (fig. 1). It

comprises about 335 square miles of desolate sand hills, straddling a

low divide between Nash Draw to the west and San Simon Swale to the

east. Nearly all parts of the area are covered by dune sand, which is

stable to semis table over large sections. The vegetation is sparse

and is chiefly mesquite and coarse grasses. New Mexico State Route 128

crosses the southwestern part of the area: roads in other parts are

few and primitive.

2
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•.. The present report supplements an earlier study of southeastern

New Mexico by the U.S. Geological Survey (Brokaw and others, 1972)

with detailed data on the stratigraphy and structure of the sslt deposits

and overlying rocks in Los Medanos area. Select data are summarized

in a geologic map of the pre-Tertiary bedrock (fig. 2) and a series

of cross sections (fig. 3) and contour maps (figs. 7, 10, and 11) that

show the structure at different levels between the base and top of the

salt-bearing formations and the depth to the main salt deposit of the

area. The lithology and stratigraphic details of the salt-bearing

formations and overlying rock units are shown in a series of correlated

stratigraphic sections (figs. 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9). Finally, some geologic

and other factors of significance in evaluating one particular tract

for a more detailed, in-depth study are summarized on figure 12.

The data presented in this report were obtained, in part, from

geophysical logs of boreholes drilled in exploration for petroleum

and, in part, from lithologic and driller's logs of other boreholes

drilled in the area. The geophysical logs contain the most reliable

information, so that lithologic and driller's logs were used in the

present study only in areas where geophysical data were lacking. The

use of geophysical logs in the study and analysis of salt deposits and

other evaporites has been discussed by several a~thors (Jones and

others, 1960; Alger and Crain, 1966; Edwards and others, 1967; Tixier

and Alger, 1967) and is not within the scope of this report.

4
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Upper Permian rocks surface almost one-half of the pre-Tertiary terrane,

of Tertiary and younger rocks, the oldest rocks crop out in the western

Medanos area range in age from Late Permian to Quaternary. Exclusive

by red beds of Late Permian and Late Triassic age and, to a lesser

The pre-Tertiary terrane of Los Medanos area is surfaced chiefly

.
Carlsbad, N. Mex., was of great assistance in making available records

part of the area, and progressively younger rocks are exposed eastward.

The sedimentary rocks and surficial deposits exposed in Los

and Upper Triassic rocks cover the remaining area. The Lower and

R. S. Fulton, Regional Mining Supervisor, U.S. Geological Survey,

of boreholes drilled on public lands in Los Medanos area.

GEOLOGY

and, although rocks of Cretaceous age were deposited in the area, they

have been removed by erosion.

Middle Triassic Series and the Jurassic System are not represented,

extent, by evaporites of Late Permian (Ochoan) age. A summary of the

table 1. As much as 12,500 feet of preevaporite Permian and older

evaporites, red beds, and younger rocks of the area is presented in

in this report. The depth to the ba'sement of Precambrian granite on

Paleozoic rocks have been penetrated by drilling but are not described

mapping by Foster and Stipp (1961) to be between 16,500 and 19,500 feet.

which the Paleozoic rocks were deposited is estimated from geologic
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Description

Anhydrite and rock salt with subordinate limestone

Rock salt with subordinate anhydrite} polyhallte, potassium ores}
s'a'ndst'o'rie, and inaghe'slt·e' ' . , - . . . . . . .. . - . . .. . , ,. .,., .

Dune sand, uniformly fine-grained, light-brown to reddish-brown

---------------------------------UNCONFORMITY----------------------.------

Limestone, chalky, includes fragments -of underlying rock

---------------------------------UNCONFORMITY--------------------.- .-------

0-5

0-15

30-1,830

1,200-2;no

Thickness
(feet)

0-375 Sandstone and siltstone, poorly indurated, dominantly reddish-orange

-------------l---------·-----------------------UNCONFORMITy-------- .----- .---------------

Sandstone, fine- to medium-grained, tan, pink, and gray, locally con-
20-60 glomeratic, and typically has resistant cap of well-indurated caliche'

'-----------------------------------------------UNCONFORMITy------------------------------

! Mudstone shaly, reddish-brown'and greenish-gray, interbedded lenses of I
; 300-800 conglomerate, and gray and reddish- brown sandstone I

Table l.--Summary of rock units of latest Permian (Ochoan) and younger age,
Los Medanos area, Eddy and Lea Counties, New Mexico

Castile
Formation

Salado
Formation

Ogallala

Caliche

Mescalero
Sand

Rock Unit

~---------------

c
ClJ
o
..c
uo

euc
eu
u
o...
~

Age

>.
'"III
C

'"~ L _
Ill' .......=' I .,..

0' ,~ 'a:; Ga tuna
. eu Ie' Formation
.r-1 0 eu .
Il-<4JU I

~---.-----..~---------------
I

"" 'I
4J loeu
~ i:' I ;:: ~ Formation
f-IllI,Il-<U '

-----~._----~---------------

U I' ~ :. Chinle
-;: i eu -;; I Formation
Ul j4JUl

III ~~"" l Santa Rosa Sandstone, medium- to coarse-grained, commonly cross-stratified, gray
~ I ~ I Sandstone 212-245 and yellowish-brown, contains conglomerate and reddish-brown mud8~one

--. --r -- ----:. -- ----------- --- ------- -- ----------------- -~. -'-" --- -- ---------UNCONFORMITY-- - - ---- .- - - -- -- -- ------- - ---

Dewey Lake Siltstone and sandstone, very fine to fine-grained, reddish-orsnge to
. Redbeds 505-560 reddish-brown, contains interbedded reddish-brown claystone, small-

~------------------------------.--:::~:-~:~~::~~::-::~-:::::::::::~~;:::~;,::~:-,-·_-------------------1
I . I

Rustler Anhydrite and rock salt with subordinate dolomite, sandstone, claystone"
Formation 280-490 "and" polyhalite .



The distribution of Permian and Triassic formations in the pre

Tertiary terrane of Los Medanos area is shown on figure 2. Th~ contacts

on the map are generalized and their location is approximate. The

contacts have been drawn on the basis of projected altitude of intersection

of individual formation boundaries with the land surface.

Permian System

All the salt deposits and other evaporites of Los Medanos area

are in the Ochoan Series of Late Permian age. The Ochoan is entirely

of marine origin, but it has two unlike parts--a.thick lower section

of evaporites and a thin upper section of red beds. The lower section

includes; in ascending order, the Castile, Salado, and Rustler Formationsj

whereas the upper section is made up of the Dewey Lake Redbeds.

Together the four formations have a maximum thickness of 4,600 feet,

of which slightly more than 4,000 feet is predominately evaporites. The

evaporite section is largely anhydrite and rock salt, but it includes

some fine-grained clastic rocks and a series of evaporites that range

in comp~sition from calcitic limestone to complex potassium ores. Among

the three evaporite formations, the Castile and Rustler are richer in

anhydrite and carbonate rock than the Salado, and they form protective

barriers that have served long and effectively to retard the upward or

downward movement of meteoric ground water into the salt-rich Salado

Formation.

Castile Formation

The term Castile was originally applied by Richardson (1904) to

evaporites lying between the Bell Canyon and Rustler Formations, but

7
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it is no longer used in that sense. Present usage of the term follows

." that proposed by Lang (1935, p. 268)·who restricted the name Castile

to the lower pa~t of the original evaporite formation and introduced

part of the area (fig. 3).

individual rock units, a well-formed lamination in most units, and a

8
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the name Salado for the upper part. The lithologic criterion used to

differentiate one formation from the other is a predominance of anhydrite

addition, the Castile is characteristically more thickly bedded than

in the Castile and a predominance of rock salt in the Salado. In

The Castile Formation underlies Los Medanos area at depths ranging

the Salado. The Castile overlies the Bell Canyon Formation conformably

in the southern and central parts of Los Medanos area, and overlaps

the Upper Permian Capitan Limestone and Tansi1l Formation in the northern

from 1,700 feet near the northwest corner of the area to 3,600 feet

near the southeast corner. As developed in this area, the Castile is

a very typical basinal evaporite showing great lateral continuity of

marked paucity ~f terrigenous debris.· In general, the formation is

composed of as much as 1,830 feet of anhydrite and rock salt with

members by a salt-rich zone 200-400 feet above the base (fig. 4). The

threefold division includes: a lower member composed chiefly of

subordinate limestone, but it is readily separable into three informal

readily distinguished lithologic units throughout the southern and

member composed chiefly of anhydrite. The three members are discrete,

anhydrite, a middle member composed chiefly of rock salt, and an upper

j
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central parts of the area, but northward they merge into a single

wedgelike mass of anhydrite that thins rapidly to a narrow tongue at

the north edge of Los Medanos area (fig. 3).

The lower member of the Castile Formation is a well-stratified

evaporite consisting of laminae of gray anhydrite and brownish-gray

limestone in regular, rhythmic alternation. Some beds of laminated

dark-gray and brownish-gray limestones, a few inches to several feet

thick, are present at wide intervals in the lower and middle parts of

the member, and there are a few thicker beds of massive gray anhydrite

at long intervals. The member is 200-240 feet thick along the southern

border of Los Medanos area, but it thickens northward and reaches a

thickness of at least 400 feet before merging with other members of

the Castile to form a single unbroken mass of anhydrite in the northern

part of the area (fig. 3).

The middle member of the Castile Formation is predominately rock

salt, but it includes some thin to thick beds of interlaminated anhydrite

and limestone. The member ranges in thickness from about 560 feet

near the southern margin of Los Medanos area to as much as lJ200 feet

in deformationally thickened masses in the Culbertson & Irwin I Murray

well (figs. 3 and 4) and elsewhere in the central part of the area. The

member terminates northward by grading laterally into, and intertonguing

with, anhydrite.

The upper member of the Castile Formation is composed chiefly of

anhydrite laminated by calcitic limestone an~ to a lesser extent,of

massive anhydrite, rock salt, and carbonate rock, including both

9
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magnesite and dolomite. The member includes a northwardly thinning

tongue of anhydrite that overlaps the Capitan Limestone and Tansill

Formation in the northern part of Los Medanos area (fig. 3). The main

body of the member is 600-700 feet thick at the south end of the area.

It thins rapidly northward and is 8S little as 170 feet thick in the

central part of the area. The northward thinning is attributed to a

transition involving a stratigraphic descent in the top of the member

as beds of anhydrite give way laterally to rock salt of the Salado

Formation (fig. 4). The transition is accomplished partly by direct

gradation from anhydrite to rock salt, and partly by pinch out of

anhydrite beds between tongues of rock salt.

The contact between the Castile Formation and the overlying Salado

Formation is conformable and gradational, but, nevertheless, is generally

rather sharply defined as the horizon at which dominant anhydrite below

gives way to rock salt.

Salado Formation

The Salado Formation was named by Lang (1935, p. 267) to include

the upper, salt-rich part of the Castile Gypsum of Richardson (1904, ~ 43)

The Salado is readily distinguished by the characteristic alternation

of thick seams of rock salt with much thinner seams of anhydrite,

polyhalite}and glauberite (fig. 5). The Salado is the principal salt

formation of Los Medanos area, and it contains rock salt and potassic

evaporites throughout the area. The depth to the formation is as

shallow as 175 feet at places along the west side of the area, but it

10



increases eastward to almost 1,700 feet near the southeast corner of

the area and to slightly more than 2,000 feet near the northeast

corner.

The Salado Formation is generally between 1,700 and 1,900 feet

thick in Los Medanos area. Nevertheless, its thickness ranges from as

little as 1,200 feet near the northeast corner of the area to as much

as 2,310 feet in deformationally thickened masses in the central part

of the area. At places along the west side of the area, the thickness

of the formation varies somewhat erratically owing to local solution

and removal of rock salt in the upper part of the formation. Elsewhere,

most variations in thickness of the Salado are probably depositional,

and where the formation is thickest it seems to be more thickly bedded.

The Salado Formation is composed of rock salt, anhydrite, and

potassium rocks with varying amounts of other evaporites and fine-grained

clastic rocks. Rock salt constitutes about 85-90 percent of the

formation except in the western part of the area where percolating

ground water has dissolved and removed some of it. The next most

abundant rock in the formation is anhydrite. The remainder of the

formation is chiefly polyhalite and other potassium-rich rocks with

subordinate glauberite, magnesite, sandstone, and claystone.

The rock salt in the Salado is composed of halite and clayey

halite in discrete layers ranging from an inch to several feet in

thickness (fig. 6). The two rock types differ primarily in that~the

halite is free of detrital debris and the clayey halite characteristically

Contains this debris in significant but typically small amounts. The

11



detritus is chiefly quartz and clay, including illite, chlorite, and a

correDslte-type of swelling, regular mixed-layered clay mineral (Grim.
and others, 1960). In general, the detritus-bearing clayey halite is

mostly brawn and tan; it is moderately crystalline but somewhat porous

with a scattering of small cavities or vugs filled with clay and other

detritus; and it either lies between seams of claystone or has a

layer of halite below and a seam of claystone above. The halite is

typically reddish orange- but its color grades to amber, gray, and

white. It 1s generally somewhat more coarsely crystalline than the

clayey halite.

Common to both the halite and the clayey halite in the rock salt

of the Salado are traces to very minor amounts of polyhalite and

anhydrite. Locally, glauberite is present in small amounts, and there

are several &f potassium and magnesium minerals, including sylvite,

carnallite, kieserite, and several other equally exotic evaporite

minerals that occur in small to large amounts in seams of rock salt

in the middle and upper parts of the formation. Other constituents of

the halite and clayey halite include traces to very minor amounts of

brine and gas that fill microscopic to very small cubic and rectangular

cavities in grains of halite and other evaporite minerals. Less common~

but more notable in other respects, are much larger cavities or pockets

that contain halite-saturated brine and nitrogenous gas confined under

pressure sufficient to produce "blow-outs" when encountered during

drilling operations.

12
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The seams of anhydrite and polyhalite, which alternate with rock

salt in all sections of. the Salado, are very persistent but highly
.

variable in composition (Jones, 1954, p. 109: Jones, 1972, p. 195-196).

Lateral replacement of anhydrite by polyhalite is common, and nearly

all seams show one or more stages of replacement between an initial

slight development of polyhalite in the lower and upper parts of the

seam to complete elimination of anhydrite by polyhalite. Locally,
I

anhydrite and polyhalite give way laterally to glauberite, and polyhalite

in the middle and upper parts of the Salado is replaced by hartsalz

consisting of a coarsely crystalline mixture of anhydrite, kieserite,

and carnallite.

Close examination of the Salado in drill cores and geophysical

logs of boreholes in Los Medanos area and vicinity reveals that rock

sequences show a regular order of succession. A typical sequence,

repeated many times between the base and top of the formation, involves

a change from claystone upward through anhydrite or polyhalite and

halite to clayey halite capped by claystone (fig. 6). ~n other

,sequences the change is from halite to clayey halite capped by claystone.

Boundaries between individual members of a rock sequence are gradational,

but those along the lower and upper sides of the individual sequences

are corrosion surfaces that form sharp, clear-cut breaks in the

evaporite section but, nevertheless, are laterally persistent and

convergent northward. The rock sequences represent a fundamental

sedimentation unit or evaporite cyclothem, and they are believed to

record discrete periods of influx and subsequent precipitation of

13
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calcium sulfate and sodium chloride during desiccation of sea water

or an initially dilute brine. The ubiquitous claystone is thought to

be a residue co~centrated during dissolution of clayey halite by

inflowing sea water or dilute brine.

The Salado Formation is divided into three members (fig. 5), but

more subtle divisions can be made, for the beds are very persistent.

In fact, the persistence of individual beds is the prime basis for the

system of numbering individual seams of anhydrite and polyhalite which

was introduced by geologists of the USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) (Jones

and others, 1960, fig. 1) and is widely used by mining companies in the

Carlsbad potash field. The numbers used in the USGS system to designate

some seams of anhydrite and polyhalite in selected parts of the three

members of the Salado are shown on figure 6.

The threefold division of the Salado used herein includes: an

unnamed lower member, a middle member known locally as the McNutt

potash zone, and an unnamed upper member. The three members are about

equally rich in rock salt, anhydrite, polyhalite, and fine-grained

clastic rocks, and they are generally similar in all but one major

respect. The lower and upper members are generally poor in sylvite,

carnallite, and other potassium- and magnesium-bearing minerals, and

the McNutt potash zone is generally rich in these minerals and accounts

for the large and extensive deposits in the potash field.

Lower member.--The lower member of the Salado Formation is almost

entirely an alternation of thick seams of rock salt and thinner seams

of anhydrite and polyhalite. Magnesite in thin bar-ds, laminae, and

14



ragged knots forms a carbonate-rich zone in the lower part of most

anhydrite and polyhalite seams. Seams and partings of claystone

underlie the anhydrite and polyhalite seams; the clayst~ne caps layers

of clayey halite in the rock salt. There are also a few beds of very

fine grained halitic sandstone, a few inches to a foot or so thick,

near the base and top of the member. Insofar as has been determined by

drilling, the member is completely free of carnallite and other

hydrous potassium and magnesium evaporite minerals in all parts of

Los Medanos area, but the upper part contains traces to small amounts

of these minerals several miles to the north of the area.

The lower member averages about 1,050 feet in thickness in the

central part of Los Madanos area, but locally it is as much as 1,350

feet thick in deformationally thickened masses. Southward the lower

240-300 feet of the member grades by intertonguing into the upper part

of the Castile Formation, and the thickness of the member decreases

to between 785 and 950 feet along the south side of the area. Northward

the member thins to 430 feet near the northeast corner of the area.

The decrease of thickness in this instance seems to be due to beds

missing at the corrosion surfaces that truncate individual rock

sequences, as well as to thinning of all beds northeastward.

McNutt potash zone.--The McNutt potash zone is another salt-rich

member of the Salado Formation. However, unlike other members of the

Salado, the McNutt contains potassic rocks rich in sylvite, langbeinite,

and hydrous evaporite minerals (table 2). The potassic rocks occur at

15



Table 2.--Hydrous evaporit~ minerals found in potassic rocks of the
McNutt potash zone, Los Medanos area, Eddy and Lea
Counties, New Mexico.

Weight
(percent

Mineral Formula H2O)

Carnallite KMgC13 ·6H2O 38.9

Schoenite K2Mg(S04)2· 6H20 26.8

Kainite KMgClS04 ·3H
2
O Z1. 7

Bloedite Na zMg(S04)Z·4HZO Z1.5

Leonite KZMg(S04)Z·4HZO 19.7
,
I Loeweite NalZMg7(S04)13·l5HZO 13.8
I

~ Kieserite MgS04 ·HZO 13.0

j Polyhalite CaZKZMg(S04)4·ZHZO 6.0

I
1
I
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short to long intervals in seams of rock salt scattered through nearly

all parts of the McNutt zone. They are the obvious lithologic feature
.

by which the McNutt is distinguished, yet they are absent locally and,

at best, probably comprise only 3-5 percent of the member in the most

potassium-rich sections of Los Medanos area.

Apart from the potassi~ rocks, the McNutt presents virtually the

same aspect as other members of the Salado. Thick seams of rock salt

alternate with thinner seams of anhydrite and polyhalite. There are

partings of claystone beneath most anhydrite and polyhalite seams and

above layers of clayey halite. A bed of very fine grained halitic

sandstone, a foot or so thick, occurs in clayey halite at the top of the

member.

The thickness of the McNutt potash zone ranges between 422 and 483

feet in the southwest part of Los Medanos area, but it decreases

northeastward to slightly under 300 feet in the northeast part of the

area. The decrease in thickness northeastward is attributed to thinning

of beds, as well as to truncation of beds along the corrosion surfaces

that sharply separate rock sequences in the McNutt. As a rule, where

the member is thinnest it seems to be more thinly bedded and to have

fewer beds.

Upper member.--The upper member of the Salado consists of rock

salt, minor anhydrite and polyhalite, and two persistent beds of very

fine grained, halitic sandstone, which are, respectively, 30-40 feet

and 110-150 feet below the top of the unit. Claystone underlies seams
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of anhydrite and polyhalite, and coats the upper surfaces of clayey

halite layers in the rock salt. Most parts of the upper member are

generally free of hydrous evaporite minerals, but, nevertheless, some

intervals of rock salt and other rocks in the upper 130~180 feet of

the unit commonly contain traces to' very small amounts of carnallite

and kieserite over practically the entire northern half of Los Medanos

area.

Of particular interest is the occurrence of carnallite at the

top of the upper member. The carnallite forms a major deposit of

potassic rock that extends over a wide section in the northern part

of Los Medanos area and much of the region immediately to the north.

The deposit is the only one known to occur in the upper member of the

Salado, but is not restricted to the unit. It extends irregularly

upward into sandstone of the overlying Rustler Formation.

In the eastern half of Los Medanos area, the upper member of the

Salado Formation is 510-590 feet thick in the south and thins to

between 430 and 480 feet in the north'. The thinning northward seems

to be partly depositional and partly erosional, for the member is more

thinly bedded in the north and contains fewer beds. Many seams of

anhydrite, polyhalite, and other evaporites are only about three-fourths

as thick as at the south end of the area. Beds of halite and

clayey halite are missing beneath many of the corrosion surfaces that

separate rock sequences in the unit.

In the western half of Los Medanos area, variations in thickness

of the upper member are fairly complex and large. Their complexity and
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size are believed to reflect a combination of geologic factors involvmg

mostly(l) gradual thinning northward in response to changes in
.

deposition patterns during the Dchoan Epoch, and(2) rapid thinning

westward in response to changes in subrosionll patterns during the

Pleistocene and earlier parts of the'C~nozoic Era. The northward

thinning of the member involves a fairly small reduction in thickness

from 520 to 590 feet at the south edge of the arearto 450-510 feet at

the north edge. In contrast to this modest change, the westward

thinning of the member involves as much as a fourfold reduction in

thickness in a distance of 4-6 miles, and the member is as thin as

150-170 feet at places along the west side of the area. This small

thickness is considered to include the residue or remnants of at least

a 450- to 500-foot-thick section of rock from which soluble salts (no

doubt chiefly halite) have been leached by percolating ground water.

The section of rock from which salts have been leached decreases in

thickness eastward and feathers out in the area immedistely east of

Nash Draw. Insofar as can be determined from drilling records, the

featheredge of the residual materials marks the easternmost extent of

subrosion of the upper member of the Salado Formation at any time during

the present or past. Its position is shown on figure 7 and ia labelled

"edge of subrosion." It divides Los Medanos area into two parts--an

lIThe term subrosion, as used in southeastern New Mexico and
elseWhere, is an all-inclusive name for the wide combination of dominantly
SUbsurface processes of hydration, thinning, subsidence, solution,
and removal of halite, anhydrite, and other rocks that invariably
accompany the invasion of evaporite formations by meteoric (dilute)
grOund water.
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eastern section in which the upper surface of Salado salt coincides

with the upper surface of the formation, and a western section in which

the upper surface of Salado salt is separated from the upper surface

of the formation by a section of rock from which soluble salts have

been leached. The depth to the upper surface of salt is least west of

the edge of subrosion and is greatest east of the edge.

In all parts of Los Medanos area, where the upper member of the

Salado is thinned by subrosion, the section of rock between the upper

surface of salt and the upper surface of the formation is composed of

clay with crudely interlayered seams of broken and shattered gypsum and

fine-grained sandstone. The clay is considered to be a subsurface

saprolite or residue concentrated through dissolution of clayey halite

and other clay-bearing evaporites by percolating ground water. The

gypsum is clearly the hydrated remnant of anhydrite and po1yhalite

seams, for it commonly contains ragged and embayed masses of anhydrite

and polyhalite, and, also grades laterally into anhydrite and po1yhalite.

The clay, gypsum, and sandstone comprise a fairly distinct sapro1itic

unit that thins out eastward by grading into, and intertonguing with,

rock salt and the other precursory rocks from which it originated.

The saprolitic unit thickens westward and crops out locally

along the Pecos River west of Los Medanos area. The unit is generally

assigned by geologists mapping areas along the Pecos River (Lang, 1938,

p. 84; Kelley, 1971, p. 24) to the lower member of the Rustler Formation,

but this practice should be discontinued, for the saprolitic unit is

clearly part of the Salado Formation.

20



Despite the somewhat extended discussion of subrosiona1 thinning

and relat~d sap~olitic debris in the upper member of the Salado, no
.

great salt instability or active solution of salt is implied. Rather,

the reverse seems clearly indicated, and the whole situation appears

to be highly stabilized and of long 'duration, with very little or

practically no subrosion since the Pleistocene or, perhaps, even

earlier. Estimates prepared by Bachman and Johnson (1973) indicate that

the rate of salt removal during lubrosion may amount to as much as

0.5 foot per 1,000 years. This rate suggests that roughly 1 million

years would be required to reduce 450-500 feet of the upper member to

a saprolitic debris, and that subrosion in the western part of Los

Medanos area has a long history extending back at least as far as

mid-Pleistocene time. Other considerations, however, suggest that its

history is even longer and may have a mid-Tertiary beginning.

In both the western and eastern sections of Los Medanos area, the

Salado Formatio~ is overlain conformably by the Rustler Formatiort.

The contact be~een the ~o formations is rather sharply defined as

the horizon at which dominant rock salt below gives way to a 35- to

55-foot-thick unit of fine-grained sandstone that is generally dolomitic

in the basal few feet. This sandstone unit ia recognized as readily

1n the outcrops along the Pecos River as in the subsurface of Los

Medanos area.

Rustler Formation

The Rustler Formation, named by Richardson (1904), is the only

salt-bearing formation that crops out in Los Medanos area. The formation
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and caliche-covered stretches in Nash Draw~ but it surfaces as an

unbroken stretch of pre-Tertiary terrane~ about 1-8 miles wide~ which

extends along almost the entire west side of the area. The outcrops

in Nash Draw are decidedly poor for any study that requires precise

information on the lithology, thickness, or specific chemical or

physical properties of the formation, and, as previously noted by

Vine (1963)~ it is impossible to piece together a meaningful stratigraphic

section from study or mapping of outcrops.

As typically exposed in outcrop~ the Rustler is a broken and

somewhat jumbled mass of gypsum with minor dolomite and a few crude seams

of virtually unconsolidated sands and clays. The rocks are porous,

friable,and loose-textured, and all are strongly jointed, cavernous,

and locally brecciated. Stratification is obscured or completely

obliterated, and the attitude of bedding can rarely be determined with

any degree of confidence. The considerable deformation attests to the

removal of much soluble material by percolating ground water and to the

saprolitic nature of the debris exposed in outcrop.

Eas~ard, in the subsurface of central and eastern Los Medanos area,

all the gypsum in the Rustler gives way to anhydrite and minor polyhalite,

and the sands and clays grade into sandy and clayey rock salt. At depths

of 900~1~OOO feet, the Rustler is largely an alternation of thick seams

of rock salt and anhydrite (fig. 8). A persistent seam of polyhalite

occurs near the middle of the formation and, insofar as has been

determined, it is the only hydrous evaporite rock of any great extent
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or major importance in the stratigraphy of the formation. Thin to

thick units of sandstone and claystone form a significant part of rock

salt seams in the lower, middle, and upper parts of the formation.

There are also two persistent beds of dolomite which are, respectively,

100-150 feet, and 200-250 feet above the base of the formation. The

lowermost of the two dolomite beds is known as the Culebra Dolomite

Member and the uppermost as the Magenta Dolomite Member (Adams, 1944,

p. 1614).

With the eastward--downdip--change in composition from gypsum to

anhydrite and rock salt, the thickness of the Rustler also changes

rather significantly. The thickness ranges between 280 and 300 feet

near the area of outcrop in the western part of Los Meda~os area, but

increases eastward to 490 feet near the southeast corner of the area,

and to 385 feet near the northeast corner. The increase ranges in

amount between 105 and 160 feet and provides a crude measure of the

minimum thickness of rock salt that is missing in the area of outcrop.

The difference in formation thickness 'between the southeast and northeast

corners of the area is probably depositional in origin, for the formation

is more thickly bedded in the southeast where it is thickest.

The Rustler Formation is separated from the overlying Dewey Lake

Redbeds by a sharp lithologic break, which represents an abrupt change

from anhydrite deposition to deposition of sandstone and shale. The

anhydrite below the break is free of sand and clay, and it ranges

erratically in thickness from 18 to 32 feet. There is no indication of

northward thinning, such as that common to most, if not all, rock

units in the Rustler and underlying Salado Formations, and it would
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appear that the contact between the Rustler and Dewey Lake is an

unconformity. The discor~e and hiatus is probably not very

great.

Dewey -Lake Redbeds

The term Dewey Lake was applied somewhat belatedly by Page and

Adams (1940) to a rather distinct red bed formation for which the name

Pierce Canyon had been proposed by Lang (1935). Nevertheless, the term

Dewey Lake was more widely accepted by geologists, and it has been

adopted for use by the U.S. Geological Survey. As used her~in, the

Dewey Lake Redbeds include all the rocks previously described as the

Pierce Canyon Redbeds by Lang (1935) and Vine (1963), and it may

include most, if not all, rocks to which the name Tecovas has been

applied by some geologists in southeastern New Mexico and parts of

western Texas (Dickey, 1940j DeFord and Lloyd, 1940j Bates and others,

1942; Garza and Wesselman, 1962).

The Dewey Lake rims the north and east sides of Nash Draw, but

only partial thicknesses near the center and top of the formation are

exposed. Other parts of the formation are mantled by blankets of dune

sand and caliche. Nevertheless, the Dewey Lake covers a considerable

section of the pre-Tertiary terrane in Los Medanos area. It is bound

on the west by gypsiferous residue of the uppermost anhydrite seam in

the Rustler Formation and on the east by coarse-grained clastic rocks

of the Santa Rosa Sandstone of Late Triassic age.
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The Dewey Lake is differentiated from other formations by its

lithology, distinctive reddish-orange to reddish-brown color, and

sedimentary structures. The formation consists almost entirely of an

alternation of siltstone and very fine grained sandstone in beds a few

inches to several feet thick, but there are a few beds of claystone in

its lower and upper parts. Individual beds are persistent, and the

formation is readily separable into several sequences alternately richer

or poorer in sandstone (fig. 9). Many beds are horizontally laminated,

and there are commonly small-scale cross-lamination and ripple marks

in other beds.

The Dewey Lake thins from southeast to northwest in Los Meda~os

area. The formation ranges bebween 540 and 560 feet in thickness in

the Cruz and Triste Draw oil fields, but it is only slightly more than

500 feet thick at the Kerr-McGee mine. The northwestward thinning is

attributed to pre-Late Triassic erosion after the red beds had been

tilted southeastward. The contact with the overlying Santa Rosa

Sandstone is considered to be an angular unconformity of low angle.

Triassic System

Triassic rocks in Los Meda~os area are included in the Dockum

Group of Late T~iassic age. The Dockum is entirely of continental

origin and consists of dominantly fine sediments of broad flood plains

and coarse alluvial debris. It surfaces the pre-Tertiary terrane

throughout the eastern half of the area but is only partly exposed in
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at t he Kerr-McGee mine and near the northwest corner of theescarpments

area and in a few fairly small inliers separated by wide stretches of

dune sand.

Local subdivisions of the Dockum Group are the Santa Rosa

Sandstone (Darton, 1922) and the Chinle Formation (fig. 9). The Santa

Rosa forms the lower part of the group and is 212-245 feet thick. It

consists, for the most part, of cross-stratified, medium- to coarse-

grained, gray to yellow-brown sandstone, but includes both conglomerate

and reddish-brown mudstone. The contact with the overlying Chinle

Formation is conformable and is at the change from sandstone of the

Santa Rosa to shaly mudstone of the Chinle. The Chinle is dominantly

reddish-brown shaly mudstone interspersed with some greenish-gray

mudstone and minor lenses of sandstone and conglomerate. It reaches

a maxLmum thickness of about 800 feet near Hat Mesa gas field in the

northeastern part of the area, where it is overlain unconformably by

the Ogallala Formation of late Tertiary age.

The Dockum Group in Los Medaoos area aod vicinity has been subjected

to at least three major periods of erosion. These are: (1) post-Late

Triassic to Early Cretaceous, (2) post-Cretaceous to late Tertiary, and

(3) post-late Tertiary. No rocks of Jurassic age are known to occur

in the area or any other part of southeastern New Mexico, but there are

good reasons to infer from paleogeology and other considerations that

the Jurassic Period was a time of erosion and removal of the Dockum.

Rocks of Cretaceous age are also unknown, yet some almost certainly

were deposited by Early Cretaceous seas which advanced northward across
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southeastern New Mexico. Small outliers, crevasse deposits/and other

remnants of Lower Cretaceous rocks are found lying unconformably on

the Capitan, Tansill, and Castile Formations near Carlsbad Caverns

(Hayes, 1964, p. 37-38; Lang, 1947, p. 1472), on the Salado Formation

near Black River Village, on the Rustler Formation a few miles northeast

of Carlsbad, N. Mex., and on the Chinle Formation at many places to the

north and east of Los Medanos area (Ash and Clebsch, 1961, p. DI39).

The deposition of Lower Cretaceous rocks was followed by uplift and

eastward tilting of the region and by erosion of Cretaceous anq

Triassic rocks to form an eastward-sloping surface on which 'alluvial

debris accumulated late in the Tertiary Period. The third and final

period of erosion began near the close of the Tertiary and has continued

intermittently until the present.

Tertiary and Quaternary Systems

Tertiary and younger alluvium, caliche, and dune sand cover the

surface of nearly all parts of Los Medanos area and lie unconformably

on older rocks. Local subdivisions include the Ogallala Formation of

Pliocene age, the Gatuna Formation of Pleistocene(?) age (Lang, 1938),

an unnamed caliche formation of Holocene age, and the Mescalero Sand

of Holocene age (Darton, 1928).

The Ogallala Formation is exposed in outliers in the northeastern,

central, and southeastern parts of Los Medanos area. The formation is

as much as 60 feet thick and consists of dominantly fine- to medium-

grained, tan, pink, and gray, calcareous sandstone interspersed with
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lenses of conglomerate and capped by a rather resistant layer of

well-indurated caliche. Insofar as has been determined from study and

.
mapping of outcrops (Bachman and Johnson, 1973), the Ogallala has

totally escaped deformation related to subsidence, and it clearly

marks the end of regionally important periods of evaporite subrosion

in mid-Tertiary or earlier times. During these periods salt was leached f

the Rustler Formation and parts of the underlying Salado Formation

over a wide section extending southeastward from northern Nash Draw

through central Los Medanos area into San Simon Swale (Brokaw and

others, 1972, fig. 12).

Among the post-Tertiary rocks in Los Medanos area, the Gatuna

Formation is the thickest and the least extensive. The formation

ranges erratically in thickness from 0 to 375 feet. It consists

of very poorly consolidated, reddish-orange sandstone and siltstone

interspersed with conglomerate, and is a typical bolson deposit

filling steep-walled valleys or troughs cut chiefly, and rather

deeply, into the Dewey Lake and Rustler Formations. The Gatuna is

overlain unconformably by an unnamed caliche formation, and it seems

to be the last sedimentary deposit of any local or regional geological

significance to accumulate prior to the start of downcutting by the

Pecos River and attendant changes in the circulation of meteoric

ground water. The unnamed caliche formation is composed of rather

chalky, earthy limestone, as much as 5 feet thick, containing considerable

clay, sand, and broken fragments of the underlying bedrock. The
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Mescalero Sand, which overlies the unnamed ca1iche~ is a wide-spread

deposit of uniformly fine-grained, light-brown to reddish-brown dune

sand, having a I~aximum thickness of about 15 feet.

Mid-Tertiary lamprophyre dike

A near vertical 1amprophyre dike is inferred to intrude the Salado

Formation and older rocks that underlie Nash Draw and the Maroon Cliffs

in the northwestern part of Los Medanos area (fig. 3). The dike is

not exposed at the surface, but its presence at depth seems clearly

indicated by two separate occurrences, about 10 miles apart, ,of a near

vertical, northeast-trending lamprophyre dike--one in mine workings

located about 3,500 feet beyond the west edge of Los Medanos area and

the other in mine workings about 2,600 feet beyond the north edge of

the area. The two occurrences are considered to be parts of one

continuous lamprophyre dike, but the possibility of being separate

dikes in a series of en echelon dikes cannot be excluded. Despite the

uncertainty concerning precise relationships, the two occurrences are

clearly part of a series of occurrences of lamprophyre dikes that extends

northeastward almost 80 miles from the Gypsum Hills in southern Eddy

County near the New Mexico-Texas State line to the Vacuum oil field

south of Buckeye in central Lea County, N. Mex. The strong northeast

trend of these dikes parallels that of the crevasses and joints in

carbonate rocks of the Capitan and Tansill Formations near Carlsbad

Caverns and are filled with quartzose sandstone and conglomerate of

Early Cretaceous age.
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From one occurrence to the next, the lamprophyre dike is strikingly

similar in appearance, composition, structure, and most other respects.

The dike is typically only a few inches to a foot or so thick, but it

is almost 15 feet across at its widest point in the Kerr-McGee mine.

In general, the lamprophyre is a medium-gray to grayish-black, fine-grained

porphyritic rock having a chilled border and a rather poorly developed

flow structure (Jones and Madsen, 1959). It contains corroded phenocrysts

of andesine, pseudomorphs of siderite and antigorite after pyroxene,

and a scattering of amygdule!, as much as about 2 mm (millimeters)

across, filled with halite, siderite, calcite, snd natrolite. The

groundmass consists of dominantly orthoclase with appreciable biotite

partially altered to vermiculite, and minor ilmenite, apatite, anatase,

and pyrite. Intersecting near-vertical and subhorizontal fissures in

the dike are commonly halite-bearing, but locally contain polyhalite,

anhydrite, and minor pyrite, dolomite, quartz, and crystalline hydrocarbon.

The intruded rock salt is recrystallized for as much as three-fourths

of an inch from the margin of the dike and, in many places, contains

pockets of methane and other gases introduced under pressure. Locally

the lamprophyre dies out laterally and vertically in a vein of polyhalite

that contains minor dolomite and pyrite along with a little crystalline

hydrocarbon.

A mid-Tertiary date for intrusion of the lamprophyre dike is

indicated by an age of 30±1.5 m.y. (million years) obtained by Urry

(1936) on drill cuttings from the Texas Co. 1 Moore well located about

3 1/4 miles northeast of the Kerr-McGee mine.
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Structure

The structure of Los Medanos area is basically simple and the rocks

are, for the most part, only slightly deformed. Nevertheless, the

rocks have been tilted, warped, eroded, and subroded, and discrete

structural features can be recognized. These include: ~l) structural

features of regional extent related to Permian sedimentation,(2) intraformational

folds of limited extent related to "down-the-dip" movement of salt under

the influence of gravity and weight of overburden, and(3) subsidence

folds related to warping and settling of rocks to conform with the

general shape and topography of the surface of salt in areas of subrosion.

The principal structural features in the subsurface of Los Medanos

area are two composite structural and sedimentary units--the Delaware

basin on the south and the northwest shelf on the north--which subsided

unequally throughout much of the Ochoan and earlier parts of the Permian.

The hinge zone, or line of separation between the two units, is marked

by the fairly narrow, arcuate belt of Capitan Limestone, which has

long been considered an ancient carbonate reef (Lloyd, 1929; Crandall,

192~). This belt of carbonate rock passes through the northern part

of Los Medanos area, and its steep fore-edge forms the rather pronounced,

south-facing monocline shown on the cross sections (fig. 3) and map of

the structure at the base of the Castile Formation (fig. 10). South of

this flexure the main structure is a rather gentle homoclinal dip of

no more than about 2° southeastward. The regional dip is interrupted

here and there by slight ridges and troughs, and there is 8 fairly

pronounced, southeastwardly plunging trough at the foot of the monoclinal

flexure in the northern part of the area.
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As may be seen from a comparison of structural features shown on

figure 10 with ,those on figures 2 and 11, the structure of rocks in

Los Medanos area' changes with depth and tends to become more complex

upward. In addition, the strong monoclinal flexure that is so much

.e.

. '

'"

I•
in evidence at the base of the Castile Formation disappears upward

in the section and is not present at any level above the top of the

formation. At the same time, however, it should be noted that the

rather gentle homoclinal dip southeastward is maintained throughout the

section with little or no change in direction or amount of dip from

one level to the next. This feature should be emphasized rather

strongly, for the general uniformity in direction and amount of dip is

practically the only structural feature that is common to all levels in

'~
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the section.

At intermediate and other levels in the section, the structure is

generally more uneven than at the base of the Castile Formation, and

minor folds are somewhat more prominent. Salt and anhydrite in the

middle member of the Castile are crumpled in sharp intraformational

folds that appear to die out northwestward up the dip and to become

more pronounced southeastward down the dip. Spatially the intraformational

folding of the salt and anhydrite appears to be c~nfined to a single

long northwestwardly trending belt, about 3"4 miles wide, that more

or less coincides in trend and extent with the prominent southeastwardly

plunging trough at the base of the Castile. The folding has resulted

in some buckling and downwarping of rocks in the Salado Formation, and

it has uplifted the Salado and other rocks as young as the Chinle

Formation in a fairly broad arch that trends northwe3tward across the
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area. The exact age of the deformation is unknownj it can be dated

only very broadly as post-Late Triassic to pre-Pliocene. Specific

considerations concerning minimum thickness of overburden required to

initiate salt movement suggest that the deformation may have occurred

during or shortly after the period of regional tilting that followed

the deposition of Cretaceous rocks. The deformation almost certainly

had to occur before any great thickness of Cretaceous rocks was

removed by erosion.

The structure at the level of the pre-Tertiary terrane shown on

figure 2 is the most complex of all. It includes most features apparent

at lower levels in the section plus the additional feature of subsidence

folds that combine the total effect of all the warping and settling of

rocks to conform with the topography of the upper surface of salt in

areas where subrosion has taken place. The subsidence folds contribute

considerably to the general unevenness of the structure at practically

all levels above the upper surface of salt in central and western Los

Medanos area, and they rather noticeably disrupt and otherwise modify

the homoclinal dip southeastward and the continuity of the northwestwardly

trending arch related to post-Cretaceous salt deformation. The folds

are clearly post-Cretaceous but may have formed during mid-Tertiary

or earlier time, for some are clearly pre-late Tertiary in age. They

extend into areas where the Ogallala Formation of late Tertiary age

has escaped deformation related to subsidence, but where other rocks

above the Rustler-Dewey Lake contact have subsided 90-130 feet.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of available geological information, the salt deposits
.

of Los Medaoos area seem in many ways to constitute a suitable

receptable for use in a pilot-plant repository for radioactive wastes.

The deposits have thick seams of rock salt at moderate depths, they

have a substantial cover of well-consolidated rocks, and they have

escaped almost completely undamaged long periods of erosion. The

deposits are only slightly structurally deformed, and they are located

in an area that has had a long history of tectonic stability. Certain

other essential geological details, however, are unknown or only

poorly known at best, and more study involving the drilling of bore-

holes to obtain cores of rock salt is required toCl) identify specific

seams of rock salt that might be most suitable for waste-storage

purposes, and(2) establish critical details of their chemistry,

mineralogy, stratigraphy, and structure.

Consideration of all factors relating to Los Medanos area suggests

that additional investigations involving the drilling of test holes

could be conducted most profitably within or in the vicinity of the

tract shown on figure 12. This tract seems to be in one of the more

stable parts of Los Medaoos area. It has a high degree of isolation

from populated areas and, as indicated on figure 12 by the individual

rays that connect producing oil and gas wells and mines with its -

arcuate segmented margin, all places within the tract are 5 miles or

more from any center of industrial activity. In addition, the tract
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has a rather low density of boreholes that completely penetrate the

salt deposits, and the complete history of drilling in the area is

known from the records maintained by Federal and State agencies.

The geology is another Unportant factor that points rather

strongly to the particular tract shown on figure 12 as being a prime

area for further study. Within the tract and much of the surrounding

area, the Salado Formation is largely, if not entirely, free of subrosional

debris, and any and all rock deformation related to subrosion is

confined stratigraphically to the Rustler and higher formations.

Furthermore, the depth to Salado salt is as shallow as 750 feet and at

no place within the tract is it any more than about 1,500 feet (fig. 7).

Another favorable factor is the presence of as much as 1,500-2,000

feet of Salado salt above a depth of 3,000 feet. With this amount of

salt thickness available at rather moderate depths, a wide combination

of options can be exercised in selecting a potential site or some

particular sequence or group of salt beds to serve as the receptable

or storage unit for radioactive wastes in a pilot-plant repository.

That all of the Salado Formation is intact must be strongly

emphasized, for it means that virtually all parts of the formation can

be considered in the search for a suitable receptable for radioactive

wastes. From among all the seemingly limitless possibilities available,

four groups or sequences of salt beds stand out as being most worthy of

consideration in this search. The sequences of particular interest

include the 139-136 and the 133-128 sequences in the lower member of

the formation, the l24-Union sequence in the McNutt potash zone, and
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the 115-109 sequence in the upper member of the formation (fig. 6).

The 133-128 sequence probably has the best overall combination of

lithology and bedding chracteristics, and its anticipated longevity

as estimated from the combination of salt cover, overburden thickness,

and distance from edge of subrosion is considerable (fig. 12). The

133-128 sequence should be considered the prime target for close

examination in any drilling program that might be-started in the area.
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Swenson ;U.S. Geol. Survey open-file report (USGS-4339-4),

Geologists Bull., v. 28, no. 11, p. 1596-1625.
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GROUND-WATER HYDROLOGY

By

M. E. Cooley

~oduction

An inventory of the existing and abanconed wells and all water

data noted in the drilling of potash and oil and gas tests was

completed in October 1972. The inventory showed that few water wells

are in Los Meda~os area (Los Medanos area defined as to include

four townships--T. 21 S., R. 31-32 E., and T. 22 S., R. 31-32 E.).

Only one water well, which supplies water to stock, is within

5 miles of the four-corners, the common point of the four townships.

In order to obtain some control on the ground-water hydrology, the

inventory included the water wells in the adjacent row of townships

that surround Los Meda~os area. The water-well inventory included

measurements of the water level in the well and the depth of the

well in order to identify the stratigraphic unites) that yields

water to the wells (tables 3 and 4). Information obtained by the

well inventory is contained in table 4. Only a minor amount of

information concerning the hydrology was obtained from inspection

of logs of potash, oil, and gas tests; this information is not

included in this report. Data concerning results of drill-stem

tests and other tests of the strata below the Salado Formation

were not analy~ed.
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Occurrence of ground water

In the formations above the salt-bearing Salado Formation, the

Santa Rosa Sandstone supplies much of the water to stock wells in

Los Medallos area and adjacent townships. The Rustler Formation

yields greater quantities of water to wells than does the Santa

Rosa Sandstone (table 3), but much of the water in the Rustler

contains excessive dissolved material to be of use for most purposes.

The water in the Santa Rosa Sandstone appears to form a multiple

aquifer system with that in the lower sandstone beds of the Chinle

Formation and with the Dewey Lake Redbeds and Rustler Formation.

This aquifer system supplies water to wells throughout the area,

although the amount of water obtained differs from place to place.

Yields from the Santa Rosa Sandstone, sandstone b~ds in the Chinle

!'0nnation, and the Dewey Lake Redbeds probably are less than 10 gpm

(gallons per minute) and perhaps most are less than 5 gpm. The

yields from the Rustler Formation are greater and, in places in

Nash Draw and at the Gnome site, the formation yields more than

50 gpm to wells. Most of the water withdrawn by wells that penetrate

the Rustler Formation probably is from the Culebra Dolomite Member

and perhaps the Magenta Dolomite Member.

In the northern and eastern parts of the area shown on figure 13,

the shaly strata that constitute most of the Chinle Formation separates

the water in the Santa Rosa Sandstone and the lower sandstone beds in
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of well construction.
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the Chinle Formation from that present at shallow depths in the

surficial deposits and in the upper sandstone beds of the Chinle

been encountered at depths of less than 50 feet below the land

surface. Yields from the surficial deposits and from the upper

Formation. In several places water in the surficial deposits has

sandstone beds of the Chinle Formation usually are exceedingly

small--only a few gallons per minute. At several locations three

a reliable water supply--this indicates a low yield and problems

or four wells have been drilled close together in order to obtain

to.. _" "',' ..
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Table 3.--Cnart of the hydrology of the formations above the Salado Formation

Water-bearing formation
or zone

Distribution of water wells
completed in the formation

or zone

GQncurrence of water and brief
Jescription of hydrologic

characteristics

Specific conductance11
(in micromhos

at 25° C)
. ', I

'.

,
i

"

Surficial deposits Along the northern and north
eastern boundary of tbw
Los Medanos area.

In the lower few feet of the deposit,
mainly in the lows cut into the
underlying Chinle Formation; wells
yield only a few ~allons per minute.

460 - 2,200 feet

" ,

11 Includes specific conductances obtained from Cooper and Glanzman, 1971; Hendrickson and Jones, 1952; and
Nicholson and Clebsch, 1961.

1/ Includes water probably contaminated from oil and ga. operation••

2,200 - 15,000 feet

850 feet
Mainly

540 -

1,300 - 7, 600 fee~-'In thin sandstone beds that have a
low permeability; wells yield
only a few gallons per minute.

In sandstone beds that have a low
permeability; most wells yield
less than 10 gallons per minute.

No items concerning water noted
during drilling of potash, oil,
or gas tests.

No items concerning water noted
during drilling of potash, oil,
or gas tests.

Culebra Dolomite Member and perhaps
the Magenta Dolomite Member are
the chief water-yielding units
of the formation; some water is
from the gypsiferous part of the
formation lying mainly above the
Culebra Dolomite Member; yields
of wells range from a few gallons
per minute to more than 100 gpm
obtained during pumping tests at
the Gnome site.

Main water-bearing unit in
the central and eastern
parts of~ Los Kedanos
area and in the townships
chiefly to the east.

Mainly in the adjacent town
ships northeast and east
of~ Los Medanos area.

Hain water-bearing unit west
and southwest of ~ Los
Hedanos area.

No water wells penetrate
this zone.

No water wells penetrate
this formation.

Santa Rosa Sandstone

Chinle Formation

Rustler Formation

Basal solution breccia
zone

Salado Formation
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Table 4.--Record. or lIell. ln the Lo.....daiio. Area, II"" Mexlco

COIIII'l1ed b)'

F. P. L)'tord lUId M. E. Coole)'

1972

..

unu.ed.
1I1ndm111; .toclt.
Uauledj co c••lll8 pre.eot.

Tilt hole t ; WlIlblo to locate 10 1

De.tnl)'ed; WlIbb to louto 1n 1972.
1I10dlO111; .toclt; 3 ".11. at thl. location,
It lI1"i/1&l1 ......cIi, ".11 pllllplRi e.tiMted
a\ 2 pllo,,- po.. atnuu.

~u.ed; .2 n. or "ater 10 bottOlll or hole-
probabl:f d.O" not repreunt true ".ter level.

WlndlO111; .toclt; "Ilardl.n lIell", no .cco•• to
cater ea..lnS.

uauoed.
un".td..
Uo...ed; 5 "oU. at thlo locatlon or "h.lcb
onl)' I 1. an ope.....UnS "elL

1/10"'-lU; .tock.
Uo\lOed; 2 ".U••t \blo locotion.
!.b~:'~j :!.:~~~;' ;:,t ~ iiell...t. ~hi. loc.~lon,

all "ell. are dry.

Unu.ed.i 3 'WeUI at thla locallt)'; no ace.I'
ro...nterlng c..dRi In the other 2 "ell••

Electrlc Submo..dble; .toclt.2200

Expl.....tioo

Geoloi1c .0lU'c.: \ll'., .udlc1&l depa.a.; T..c, ..nd.~one bed. 10 the Chlnle Forlll&tlon;
fr.r, 5Iw1~ lID•• sand.ton.; Pdl, De"e)' Lake Iledbed.: Pro, Ru.tler Formo.t1on .bove
Nebra 1lo10lll1t. Member, 10cllldlni Maient. DolOla1te Me..ber.; Prc, Cw.ebra DololO1te
lIeU... or Ruatler Fo....tloo.

Fleld .pecltic conductance: ................ento mo.de ln 1972; T, ".ter r ..010 .toclt t.nk: C,
pa..lble contall1 tioo r ..om nearb)' 011 tilt. 0" pataoh op....~lon••

Po"..., uoe, and It.: Name encloOld ln quot.tion 10 local _ or "ell.

9-25-72 \ll'., T..c(l) 2700

1.12 9-18-72 3439 qr. 2200
62.10 9-18-72 3398 \ll'.!t), T.....
63.39 9-18-72 3397 \ll'. tl, Tr...

63-05 12-22-~ 3327 gr·P)' T'r-Ir
qro Ii, Tror IfOOOl"C

61.18 12-22-~ 3399 qr.(t), tro ..
Dr1 9·22-72 <.3~90 gro

67 37.67 9-11-72 3517 qro
qr'(l) 740

30 23.67 9-18-72 3521 gr.
12.30 6-U-54 3533 gr.

9.9l< 6-11-54 3495 \ll"
1'43.88 9-18-72 35-41 gr. 2000

60 it 46.60 6- 6-55 3538 gro

lIat.r level Field
Altitud. Dl...e~er IDepth I>t:-Ill&t. or I Alt1~...e .pecitlc

Loc..tloo Owne.. above m.eAn Depth or "ell low 1&Dd .....ure.. above meac Geologlc condw:::tance Paver, u.•• , and re_rll,
nUliber or name aea level or ".11 ca.1Ri ·~·~i ...o~ 'e: level :ZOlace (a1cZ'OIIlh~i

(ree~) (ree~) (loebe.) re.~ reet) .t 25"C.

19.)2.3~.1I24 3560

19.33.26.244 Ma..1t SIll! th 3609

.2 Ma..1t Slll!tb 3
19.34.31.131 Ma..1t Smlth 3620

31.2)2 Larry H\l8he. 36)2

20.31.13.~12 3440
15.1)0 3460
15.130& 3460

15.1301>
16.240 3~

20.)2. 1.312 \11>. Sll,Y11er 3510

1 .233 Freepart
sw.phlU' Co.

24.333 3555
24.333& 3555
27.144 Joel Fro:f ( I ) 3545

30.1112 3505
36.214 Blnsl>&m 3585

Owner or name: '!he ower ot, or DAme uu:d. cLt t1.me ot vllit.
AlU~ude: rn- ~opairapblc ....p••
Depth or "ell: All depth. or "ell. "en: ob~lned 10 1972; all depth. to ....~er
ln tho "011......lU'ed ln 1972 0.. beron: ..... 11.ted; R, n:paned depth; P,
p\Dplq level; <, lell than.

".
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Table 4.--Records of W.lls in the 1.0. Meda'iiol Area .. New He:xlco--Cont1nued

.'

?
~.

lIater leVel 1'101d
Altitude Diameter Depth be,] tilte Of 1Altitii1e .pec1tic

Location OWner a.bove mean Deptb or vell lov l&od meaaure- above mean c..ologic conductance Pcr.fer, u'., and re.ark.
number or name 8(J level '(; vell ca.1l1ll .~a.ce _nt Ie. level louree (II1Cromhos

teet) tut) (inchea> teet) (teet) at 25·C.)

20.33. 4.432 3555 4 Ill")' 9-22-72 QT. \ll1u.ed.
15.221 35~ 4 336.10 4-20-55 3244 Trc(1) De.tro)'ed (1) j .-ble to locate in 1972.

~, 18.123 3521 249 6.5 245·58 9-25-72 3275 Trc \ll1uoed.
21.111 3536 49 6 36.90 9-25-72 3499 QT. \ll1u.ed.
24.124 D.C. Berry 36]0 6~ 12 405.15 9-22-72 3225 Trc, Tr.r( T) 1500r 1I11lda1l1j .tock; ''lint 1I1nda1U", vatenand

at about 300 teet .. reported b)' dr'111er.
20.34. 4.44-4 3633 200 8 P174.08 10- 2-72 3459 Trc 7600c lIinda111; .tocl<; "Robert'. lieUn, old 011

tnt dr1Ued betore 1930.
14.133 3648 230 190.25 10- 2-72 3458 Trc 4000c 1I1ndaillj .tock.
17.334 *rl< Sa1th 3640 220(1) 8 P129.68 10- 2-72 3510 Tro 4000c lIinda1l1j .toc:kj "City Service lieU",

po..1bly 011 t ..t.
200 140.00 1- 1-~ )~ Trc

22.224 D.C. Berry 3655 220 12 196.49 10, 2- 359 Trc LOOOC UiDdiill; ROCk; "/fortb lieu", old oil t ...t.
)4.432 D.C. Berry 3TIO 96 6 89-50 10- 2-72 36eo QT. 520 1I1"""'1U; .tocl<.

21·30.18.H3 lIayno Cowden )220 156 6 129.54 9-25-72 3090 PN \1Iluoed.
116 6 12".)2 4-15-59

~
PN

22.423 lIaync Covden )lBO 1]0 6 11l-50 t 25- 72 PN \)luoea:.
220fT) 6 104.~ -lt52 ]015 PN, Pre Unu.ed.

i~. 21.31. 1.1)l *tth"". 3580 30R 6 20. 9-1 72 3559 QT. 930 1I1nda1Uj dOllle.tic I< .tack; at ea.-pbell A1mch.

1.241 *tth...... 3600 "Grave Well II •

~ 2.221 *tth"". 3570 35 29.80 9-1~72 3540 QTo 1I1nda1l1j .toclr..
0\ 7.3)l 3350 3~~

14 192·10 9-14-72 3158 Pru, Prc(7) 3500 Unu.ed.
13.244 3600 6 Ill")' 9-13-72 <3532 QT., Trc \)lu.ed.
18.411 Cowden I< Sa1th 3310 6 158.32 9-14-72 )152 Pru 2200T lI1J>cIJo1l1 j Itock; "Nev lieU".

P158.80 4-15-59 3151 Pru
)0.1&21 Ken·MCoee (1) 3300 176 6 bij 9-25- /2 «3124 Phi ODUlca.

21.32. 6.111 Allred 3598 54R 44.00R 9-18-12 3554 QT. 1400 1I1nda111j do....t1c & .tocl<; at Allred A1mch;
2 "ell. at th1. location.

21.33· 2.231 Te><ACO (1) 3810 U50R 9-22-12 ""3230 Tror unu.edj could Dot pa•• tape below 5~ teet
in 1972.

2.422 D.C. Berry 3785 120R 107.20 6-2~54 3678 QTe Unu.edj at Berry llanch.
2.420 D.C. Berry 3TIO 94 6 19.58 9-22-72 3690 QT. 750 1I1Dda1Uj .tocl<.
2.420& D.C. Berry 3TIO 10 72.85 6-28-510 3691 QT. 1I1n4lll1Uj .tock.
4.434 D.C. Berry 3805 147 129.66 10- 2-72 3675 QT.(1), Trc 900 \)lu.ed.
4.434& D.C. Berry 3~ 127 Ill")' 10- 2-72 ",,3618 QT.(1), Trc Ut1u.ed.

18.u4 D.C. :Berry 3890 150 140.15 9-12-12 3749 QT. SOOT lIinda1U; atocl<.
18.u4& D.C. Berr)' 3890 175 142.88 9-12-72 3747 QT. \)buoed.

143·00 6-21-54 3747 QT.
18.123 D.C. :Berry 3855 9-12-72 qra(T) 460r lIind&1Uj atock.
18.123& D.C. Berry 3855 145 8 U7.30 9-12-72 3738 QTa \ll1uood.
18.131 D.C. Berry 3895 11 Ill")' 9-12-72 -. qra \IIlu.ed. .,
25.421 3670 67 56.58 9-22·72 361) qra uoor 1I1nda1Uj .tock; ''II"t WeU".
28.124 SaD SiJoon ltinch 3688 210 8 179.00 9-22-72 3509 Trc 1)00T 1I1ndlD1Uj atock; "Standard. lieU.", 3 veU.

at this 10caUon.
224 7t 179.50 6- 30-510 3508 Trc



Table 4.--Record. of WeU. 111 the Los "-d.no. Area, New Kedco--Continued

Wo.ter le." 1'1,,111
Alt1twl" 01.....t"r Dept.!> be-I Dat" ot Altitwi" .1"'c1t1c

Loc.Uoo Owner above mean Deptb ot w"l1 low 1&<14 _.IlZC- above ..-.n Geolog1c coDduct&nce Power, uac, ADd. reA&rk.
nUDIber or """'" .ea level It W~~l (:~::) a~~) m.llt .~ level .Duree (a1Cromb~i

(teet) teet teet) .t 2S"C.

22.30. 5.1031 Int. Potash )120 22S 14 53.25 9-19-72 3067 Pru, Pre(? ~ 15,000 Unus"d.
14 66.45 '+-1"-59 3054 Pru, Pre(?

87.45 5-18-49 )033 Pru, Prc(?)
$.1jJi3 Int. Pot.oah 3110 14 57.08 4=1"-59 3053 Pi'\i, Prell) tkluoea; plugged b&& to 13 t""t 1n 191'2.

14 68.00 5-18-49 3OIt2 Pru, Prc(?)

0.3..... lAt. Potash 3145 110.)0 5-20-'+9 3035 Pru, Prcl?)
0.424 lAt. Potaah 3150 24 112.1;0 5-18-49 3038 Pru, Prc 1) Unuo"d.; could. not .....ure ill 1972.
o.w. lAt. Potaob 311;0 176 22 92.1;0 9-19-72 301t8 Pru 10,000 UnUHd.

117.33 5-18-49 3023 Pru
7.2..... Int. Potaoh 3110 58 12 Dry 9-19-72 Pru UnUDed..

85.12 S·18-49 3024 Pru

7.)ll Int. Potaah 3134 2508 12 105.95 5-18-49 3028 Pru, Pre De.troyed.(1), apparently cov"red. by ••1t
tal11oga.

'!:i 8.241 Int. Pot.oh 3155 lBo 24 3°50 Pru, Prc Unuoed., plugged. back to 35 t"et 1n 1912.
040 Pru Pre

10.)ll Mork S41tll 3135 3071 Pr\I 2200 Unuoed.; .t Crawtord I\Ilncb.

" Sona 07 0 3074 Pru
3079 Pru

20.120 Marie SoU tb 3076 10 5 Unused..

" n.
30.2 3000 2 1I1n410111; atock; d"otZ'O)'Cd. by 1
)2.111 Harie 5a1tb 3010 0 2977 Unused.

• Sono 6 2965 Prc

33.212 Duval 3101; 2058 Mine DlIatt teot.
22.31·15.13° Mark 5a1tb 31060 1000 1I1nda111; atock.

I< Sono 6
15.130& ItIrk S1Uth

I< SollO 167 12

22.32.11+.323 3717 3Bo 367.80 9-13-72 3349 Tror 51ioT Jen.on Jack; .toel" "Comauche Well. ". ~.,
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associated formations.

Culebra Dolomite Member. These contours show an anticline that
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Los Medanos area is astride a structural and topographic high

that forms the drainage divide between the Pecos River and San

Simon Swale. The structural high is well shown by contQurs drawn

on the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation (fig. 14),

Movement of ground water

Recharge to the water-bearing formations is from precipitation

multiple-aquifer system consisting of the Santa Rosa Sandstone and

the Santa Rosa Sand~tone (fig. 15), and other strata below the

is the principal control on the movement of ground water in the

The eolian sand mantle restricts the development of internal

plunges generally southeastward across the central part of the

area. This anticline is .the dominating structure in the area and

stream channels and external drainage from Los Meda~os area. Few

the flanks of the ridge known as The Divide.

stream channels extend beyond the boundaries of the area except

that falls directly on the few outcrops or on the widespread mantle

along the western border where drainage is into Nash Draw. Most

of the few short channels that are present in the area are along

is not evaporated or transpired may percolate downward through the

of dune sand and caliche. The small part of the precipitation that

dune sand and caliche into the underlying strata. Part of the

precipitation collects into shallow temporary ponds that occupy
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FIGURE 14.--STRUCTURE AT BASE OF CULEBRA DOLOMITE MEMBER OF THE RUSTLER FORMATION,

MEDONOS AREA.
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depressions and sink s~ructures. Water that recharges the surficial

deposits in the northwestern part of the area is prohibited from

moving downward into the Santa Rosa Sandstone ano underlying

formations by the thick shales of the Chinle Formation.

Stated simply. the movement of ground water in the multiple-aquifer

system is away from Los Medanos area--westward and southward (fig. 13)

toward the Pecos River and eastward into San Simon Swale. From the

high area near the "four-corners." water in the Santa Rosa

Sandstone and lower sandstone beds in the Chinle Formation moves

generally eastward and southeastward toward the San Simon Swale.

Westward from the four-corners the water moves generally toward

Nash Draw and southward to beyond Bootleg Ridge. The multiple-aquifer

systems seems to be best developed in the western half of the area where

the water moves downward as well as laterally from the Santa Rosa Sandstone

into the Dewey Lake Redbeds and the Rustler Formation. Downward

movement is restricted by the amount of salt that may be present in

the Rustler Formation and the thick salt sequence that forms the Salado

Formation. How well developed the hydraulic connection of the

multiple-aquifer system between the Santa Rosa Sandstone and Dewey

Lake Redbeds and the redbeds and the Rustler Formation is cannot

be determined from the available hydrologic information. Some mixin~

of water among these formations is indicated by the chemical quality.

of the ground water. On the basis of meager evidence the quality of

water in the upper part of the Dewey Lake Redbeds and in the Santa Rosa
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Sandstone tends to be similar and, in places, the quality of water in

the lower part of the redbeds and in the Rustler Formation is also

similar.

Chemical quality of the ground water

During the 1972 field inventory, the water in the wells was

tested to determine the amount of specific conductance (table 4),

and selected samples of the water were taken for chemical analysis;

the results of the chemical analyses are not included in this report.

Figure 16 shows the general distribution of the specific conductance

of the well water obtained fmm the field inventory and from available

chemical analyses. An approximation of the amount of dissolved solids

in parts per million of the water is obtained by multiplying the

specific conductance by 0.6.

Figure 16 shows tha.t the best water in terms of specific conductance

or dissolved solids content occurs near the recharge (outcrop) area

of the Santa Rosa Sandstone. Here the ground water usually has a

specific conductance of less than 1,000 micromhos. The water becomes

progressively poorer in quality as the water moves eastward toward

San Simon Swale. The highest amount of dissolved material is in the

water from wells completed in the Rustler or 'the lower part of the

Dewey Lake Redbeds. The water in the surficial deposits in the

northeastern part of the area shows local differences in the chemical

quality where the specific conductance ranges mostly between 1,000 and

2,000 micromhos. The high specific conductances shown in the northeastern

Corner of figure 16 may represent, in part, contamination by oil and

gas operations.
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SURFICIAL GEOLOGY

By

George O. Bachman

Introduction

The project area is located about 30 miles east of Carlsbad•.

N. Hex., and includes four townships (T. 21-22 S. and R. 31-32 E.)

in Eddy and Lea Counties.

It is an area of sandhills covered by mesquite and associated

plants of the Chihuahuan vegetation type at the northern end of the

Chihuahua Desert. Altitude ranges from 3,300 to 3.900 feet above

sea level. Local relief is low and usually does not exceed 20 feet;

however, along the west side of Hat Hesa and The Divide. relief is

about 50 feet. Rainfall is sparse and averages less than 10 inches

per year. Host land within the project area is public domain and is

used for cattle grazing. Traces of exploration for petroleu~ are

widespread and pipelines fron oil fields in the region cross the

area. Potash is being produced from mines to the north and west.

Access is by pipeline roads and by roads built to drill holes

and stock tanks. Hany of these roads have been surfaced by caliche.

but four-wheel-drive vehicles are necessary for access to most of

the area.

Previous work has been done in this area by Nicholson and Clebsch

(1961) and Vine (1963). The western portion of the accompanying

geologic map (fig. 17) is from Vine (1963. pl. 1) with only minor

modifications.
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Description of mapped surficial units

Dewey Lake Redbeds

The oldest rocks exposed in the project area are the Dewey Lake

Redbeds of Late Permian (Dehaan) age (fig. 17). These rocks consist

of thin-bedded (average thickness less than 1 inch) shale, siltstone,

;( and fine-grained sandstone. They are light to moderate reddish brown.

are common.

inch to more than one-half inch in diameter are common in some beds.
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There are some greenish-gray partings that average about 1 inch thick,

and light-greenish-gray reduction spots that range from one-sixteenth

The best exposures of Dewey Lake Redbeds in the area are at the

The sandstone beds are usually thinly laminated ° (laminae about

show crossbedding. Ripple marks with amplitudes of less than 1 inch

The U.S. Geological Survey has assigned the Dewey Lake Redbeds

one-quarter inch thick). Bedding is even and regular but some laminae

north end of Nash Draw. Other isolated exposures are present southwest

the Nash Draw quadrangle. The Dewey Lake is overlain with apparent

of The Divide. All these exposures are poor and only a few tens of feet

disconformity by the Santa Rosa Sandstone of Late Triassic age.

of the formation have been observed during the present work. Vine

to the Permian Dehaan Epoch. Vine (1963, p. 21) noted a disconformity

between the Dewey Lake and the overlying Triassic Santa Rosa Sandstone.

(1963, p. 19) estimated that the formation is 200-250 feet thick in

Some constituents of the Dewey Lake are related to the underlying

New Mexico may actually be Triassic in age.

Permian beds, but it is here suggested that the Dewey Lake of southeastern

• o~o
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Santa Rosa Sandstone and undifferentiated rocks of Triassic age

The Santa Rosa Sandstone of Late Triassic age overlies the Dewey

Lake Redbeds with apparent disconformity. The contact between these

two formations is covered in the project area, but it may be seen in

the northern part of the Maroon Cliffs and about 2 miles west of

the Maroon Cliffs (Sec. 35, T. 20 S., R. 30 E.; Vine 1963, p. 21).

In the project area a belt of exposures of Santa Rosa Sandstone is

present northeast of Nash Draw and along the west side of ~he Divide.

The Santa Rosa Sandstone consists of moderate-reddish-brown to

yellowish-brown conglomeratic sandstone, siltstone, and shale. Bedding

is strongly cross laminated. Individual beds are lenticular and

weather to form weak ledges. Constituents of the sandstones include

coarse subangular sand grains and pebbles of rock fragments with

occasional fragments of petrified wood. As
o

the Santa Rosa is poorly

exposed, its total thickness is not known. About 20 feet of sandstone

and conglomeratic sandstone is exposed along the west side of The

Divide but these beds may belong to the Chinle Formation. Vine (1963,

p. 25) indicated that about 50-70 feet of the formation is present

in the northern part of Nash Draw.

Ogallala Formation of Pliocene age

Considerable attention was given the Ogallala Formation while

mapping in the project area because several criteria for distinguishing

this formation from other stratigraphic units were observed. Previous
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base Overlain by about 15 feet of caliche.

about 25 feet thick and includes about 10 feet of conglomerate at the

However,

The Ogallala caliche probably formed as a part of a soil

generalized maps of the region (Dane and Bachman, 1965; Nicholson

and Clebsch, 1?61) have not restricted the Ogallala Formation as

has been done during the present study.

The Ogallala Formation forms the caprock of Hat Mesa and The

Divide and was not observed below an altitude of about 3,550 feet.

It consists of gray to yellowish-gray sandstone and conglomerate

Caliche of the Ogallala Formation is a distinctive travertinelike

is light yellowish gray. friable, fine to medium grained. well sorted.

and about 10-15 feet thick. On the south part of Hat Mesa the total

formation is about 15 feet thick, moderate yellowish gray, and consists

of cont.;lomerate cemented by silica. On The Divide the 03a11ala is

overlain by caliche. On the northern part of Hat Mesa the sandstone

calcium carbonate. It is dense, light gray to white composed of

inch to more than 2 inches in diameter. Space between these fragments

concentrically laminated fragments that range from less than one-half

these concentric laminae probably are not the result of organic activity

is filled with structureless or, in places, laminated limestone. The

weathered surface apears "algal" or pisolitic in places.

I
!

bu t indicate repeated generations of inorganic solu tion and reprecipitation. I
!
I

1
Ithe caliche.

sand grains; therefore. individual sand grains appear to "float" in

profile that developed on the High Plains surface either during or after

The caliche is sandy and has been precipitated in porous spaces between

deposition of the Ogallala Formation.
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Sand

Blow sand of Quaternary age blankets much of the area. At places

it forms conspicuous dune fields tha~ have been mapped separately,

but in general it is a sheet deposit that usually rests on caliche.

At many places the blow sand consists of two parts. At the base

is a moderate-brown slightly consolidated eolian sand. This is overlain

by light-brown to light-yellowish-gray unconsolidated sand. These

may represent separate periods of wind activity but exposures of the

oldest deposit are so limited aerally that they could not be mapped

separately. In trans-Pecos Texas a similar sequence of Quaternary

sand has been described (Huffington and Albritton, 1941). There the

Caliche of Quaternary age

Caliche of Quaternary age caps some topographic surfaces below

The Divide and Hat Mesa. This caliche is light gray to white and

composed of calcium carbonate. At-many places it has precipitated in

fractures and other porous spaces in bedrock of Permian or Triassic

age or in unconsolidated sand of Quaternary age. Usually the caliche

occurs as flat-lying beds 1 to 5 feet or more thick, but at places

the beds dip at least 80-100 feet per mile. This caliche differs

from the caliche in the Ogallala Formation in that laminar structures

are absent, it is less dense, and has an overall fractured appearance.

Many small joints and sheets are common. This caliche, like that of

the Ogallala Formation, is sandy and has been precipitated in the

porous spaces in sandstone.

...'
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The project area is bordered by two major depressions, Nash Draw

in this area are the last remnants of many cycles of erosion of

deposits were eroded and e~tensively reworked. The widespread sands

Surficial indications of dissolution

The eolian sand was probably derived from Ogallala sands that

those Ogallala deposits.

It is believed that the two sand units cannot be mapped separately

Mountains by the close of Ogallala time. These deposits weee

largely alluvial and were the result of streams draining eastward

oldest sand was named the Judkins and the younger sand the Monahans.

in the project area.

from the Rocky Mountain region. During Pleistocene time these

extended far to the west and overlapped parts. of the Guadalupe

these surface features have long been regarded as the result of

along the west and San Simon Swale on the east (fig. 18). Both of

dissolution of salt, gypsum, and anhydrite in the subsurface.

Nash Draw, both within the draw and along adjacent ridges. San Simon

Sink is a prominent landmark within San Simon Swale about 20 miles

There is much local evidence for collpase into subsurface cavities

along these depressions. Sink holes are common along the length of

southeast of the project area. Quaternary caliche dips towards these

major depressions along their margins. These dips may have developed

as a direct result of slumping or they may be the result of reprecipitation

and deposition along a subsiding surface, or they may have been developed

from deposition on an original or sloping surface.
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Depressions that exhibit internal drainage have developed on both

the Pliocene and Quaternary caliche surfaces in .and adjacent to the

project area. Some of these are also related to subsurface dissolution

of soluble rocks but others have an entirely different origin and are

the direct result of surface phenomena. In the Clayton basin area,

northwest of the project area, are numerous basins, sinks, and lakes

that are believed to be the result of subsidence.

Within the project area, evidence of subsidence as a result of

subsurface dissolution occurs only locally along the margins of Nash

Draw and San Simon Swale. Along Livingston Ridge on the east side

of Nash Draw caliche dips toward Nash Draw. Ad~tionally, adjacent

to Nash Draw in the northwestern part of the project area (Sec. 4,

T. 21 S., R. 31 E.) several small sink holes may be related to

subsidence. East of The Divide at some loc~lities the Quaternary

caliche dips eastward toward San Simon Swale.

North of the area those depressions such as Laguna Plata, Laguna

Gatuna, Williams Sink, and other unnamed depressions are probably

surface deflation structures resulting from erosion phenomena

commonly found in arid regions. Subsurface evidence indicates

that little or no solution has occurred in the underlying salt beds

present in the Rustler Formation. Some of these, such as Laguna Plata

~ ; and Williams Sink, have been filled with playa deposits and Laguna
1

Gatuna has been partially covered by blow sand. Other surface depressions
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in the project area are also not believed to be related to subsidence.

On the northern part of Hat Mesa and onThe Divide shallow depressions

with internal drainage are present on the Ogallala caliche. These

depressions range from a few tens of feet to more than 500 feet in

diameter and may be as much as 15 feet deep. They are generally

oriented northwesterly. Caliche adjacent to these depressions

does not dip toward the depression but is flat lying.

It is believed that these depressions are the result of dissolution

of the surface between longitudinal sand dunes that once rested on

the High Plains (Ogallala) surface. Similar depressions'are present

throughout the extent of the Ogallala caliche surface along the

boundary of New Mexico and Texas. The longitudinal dunes developed

at some time after the close of Ogallala time and before the major

erosional cycles of late Pleistocene time began. The dunes formed

during a period of persistent, dry, southeasterly winds. Between

these dunes plants obtained a foothold and developed an acidic

environment that dissolved the underlying calcareous caliche, making

it possible for the wind to scoop out linear depressions between the

dunes.

It is probable that Pleistocene erosion may have followed some

of these linear dune features. San Simon Swale was a major drainage

feature during Pleistocene time and is oriented generally parallel

to these features; however, there is no indication that major drainage

is following these features today.
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There are no surficial indicationa of present dissolution of

soluble rocks in the subsurface within the proje~t area. However.

there is a suggestion that some dissolution occurred 1n the area

before Ogallala (Pliocene) time. Logs of an oil test drilled on

The Divide indicate that some dissolution of the underlying Permian

Rustle~ Formation has taken place (C. L. Jones. written commun •• 1973).

As there is no indication of collapse of the Ogallala Formation in

this area. it is assumed that the dissolution occurred before the

Ogallala was deposited.
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